Glossika Mass Sentence Method Spanish (Castilian) Fluency 3 This GMS Fluency Series accompanies the GMS recordings and is a supplementary course assisting you on your path to fluency. This course fills in the fluency training that is lacking from other courses. Instead of advancing in the language via grammar, GMS builds up sentences and lets students advance via the full range of expression required to function in the target language.â€”Glossika Publications Each Glossika publication comes in four formats: * Print-On-Demand paperback text * E-book text (available for various platforms) * Glossika Mass Sentence audio files * Glossika Spaced Repetition audio files Some of our books include International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) as well. Glossika Mass Sentences â€” Fluency training for serious language learners. â€” Recommended as supplementary training to your current studies; some working knowledge required; good for brushing up or breaking through plateau. â€” 1000 bilingual sentences with pronunciation guide. â€” Complete course includes book + audio, however this product is ONLY physical books. â€” Authentic language used by native speakers, building up sentence structures. â€” Straight through recordings are called GMS; 100-day spaced repetition are called GSR. Books. Select the department you want to search in.